A hearty Let's Argue welcome back alumni basketball stars like John Van (Vis) and Alex Medina '92 (Khaki). The coho spring has returned to Boston for a couple of days before heading to New York in order to collect their Eppy's for most provocative sportswriters. Although Minnesota and the All-Star game were quite entertaining, we are eagerly anticipating next year's gala days in warm and sunny Phoenix.

This week Division I basketball coaches will be on call in coming timeouts during the course of a game. If their team is getting blown out early, the coaches will wait for the TV timeout (which occurs at the first dead ball of on after the 16:00, 12:00, 8:00, and 4:00 minute marks each half, unless there has already been one called in that time window) to signal the time to regroup the troops, instead of calling one of their own. The argument (and a very good one) in the past has been that they need to save them for the stretch run, in case they need to stop the clock.

This year, however, the clock stops during the minutes leading up to the final minute. Guess that is why your humble scribes will never win a TO's in the last minute? Why not. If one of our loyal readers can prove the argument (and a very good one) in the past has been that they need to save them for the stretch run, in case they need to stop the clock. This year, however, the clock stops during the minutes leading up to the final minute. Guess that is why your humble scribes will never win a TO's in the last minute? Why not.

If you think the college hoops scene is anything like that of the NBA of yesteryear, you will be amazed at the state of college basketball today. Sports Illustrated's cover story this week was about the problems that college basketball is facing. The problems include the lack of interest in the sport by fans, the lack of players willing to play in college, and the lack of interest in recruiting top talent. The article mentioned that the NCAA has taken steps to address some of these issues, but it remains to be seen if these efforts will be successful.
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